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The reader follows Waldo as he hikes around the world and must try to find him in the illustrations of

some of the crowded places he visits.
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I used to love these books in elementary school, I actually remember spending all the time our class

was supposed to be at the library trying to hog the waldo books.This is clearly the best of the waldo

series. I recomend this to anyone who has children or is just young at heart

I grew up with the Where's Waldo books and loved them. So when my 1 1/2 year old took to them

too, I thought I'd order him his own set to preserve my own first editions. From my research, I knew

that the newer characters had been added to the original drawings, and I had no problem with

that.The problems I have with the book are that they moved Waldo and did a hack job of it. My son

looks for "Lallo" where he used to be and finds some new background character. But where was

Waldo moved to? Martin Handford got lazy and didn't erase an old, inconsequential background

character and redraw Waldo in their place--he drew him behind a crowd of extras so that only his

head is showing. The same for Wenda and Co. They're all just heads peeking out from behind

something. It's inorganic to the artwork. AND that makes it impossible for my son to spot. That might

make it more challenging for older readers, but that totally defeats my purpose for buying the books.

So if that's your purpose, I wouldn't recommend these new editions.Also, the paperback version

loses a lot of the heft and searchability of the hardcover format. If you're going to buy them, buy the



hardcover ones. Or even better--eBay the originals.

This book contains twelve two-page pictorials.>>>Check with vender if book is the Large or Mini

version before ordering.

The idea of the enclosed mini magnifier was good but to no avail. The images were too small and

the ink was not clear. I bought it for a child, but when I could not see Waldo clearly, I knew that it

would be impossible for a child. If you want to find Waldo buy the larger edition.

While looking into this Waldo book I had read reviews that stated, yes indeed, it's small. However, I

wasn't expecting it to be impossible to see. Even using the magnifying glass, along with my reading

glasses didn't help at all. I'm fairly certain that the ONLY species who could actually see the tiny

print, would be a hawk, or a giant squid since they have amazing eyesight. So unless you are one of

those creatures, don't bother buying it unless you want to end up with permanent crossed-eyes, or

glaucoma.

I suppose I learned my lesson by not reading the one 1-star review before purchasing. Now I have

to add my own poor review.I ordered this book as Christmas gifts for my three-year-old as well as

my four-year-old niece.Though excited with how quickly the books arrived, my excitement quickly

dissipated when the first page I opened to revealed a castle full of vampires drinking blood from

straws, cups and other beings.My husband cleverly advised we simply rip out those two pages. It

would've been a perfect plan except two pages over was another scene of red, ferocious dwarves

violently fighting. Several pages over from that were two other pages full of underground

demon-looking dragons. Every page was filled with some sort of medieval violence. If we pulled out

all the terrifying pages, we'd be left with only the front and back covers.We will definitely be

returning this item. A book that gives my child nightmares until the next Christmas isn't on my

shopping list for this year.

They don't make them like they used to. This is a regular bound hard cover book. It will not hold up

better or longer than any other hard bound book. Pictures are blurry compared to the original books.

My nearly 60 year old mom was laid off recently and has been bored out of her mind. She started

keeping herself busy by completing hidden picture puzzles so I thought that she might like a Waldo



book too. I got her this book and she was happy with it. It kept her busy for a while. I will say that the

pictures have small people in them so she needed her reading glasses but overall she seemed to

enjoy searching for good old Waldo.
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